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A guide to Autoserve and our services

Guaranteed Maintenance | Fleet Card | Service Card | Autoserve Club

An Introduction to Autoserve
Autoserve Ltd is part of the Aveto Group with 40 years’ of experience in the
motor vehicle industry. As an independent company we can act impartially on all
matters, giving the best advice and seeking the very best service level from our
suppliers.

40

Over
years’ experience

Year on year

GROWTH
As major innovators in vehicle management, our strategy is to focus exclusively
on the needs of our business and private customers. To maintain this, all of our
garages are contracted by way of discount and service level agreements, which
are legally binding, including guarantees on all workmanship and spare parts.
Our staff have many years of technical experience and are professionally
qualified in their own field allowing them to maintain our high level of
personal service. Our customers are provided with a 24/7 dedicated service,
manned by our own staff who are able to respond immediately to
customers’ needs.

Autoserve’s challenge
The challenge for Autoserve Ltd is clear, to meet the changing demands for the
future, with the latest technology to complement the exciting new
developments that are being made by motor manufacturers and motor insurers;
while maintaining the level of personal service that is so important to our
customers.

£
Here to REDUCE
vehicle running costs

Based in the

WEST MIDLANDS

24hr response team

A brief history...
Director Ron Sutton incorporates
Autoserve, bringing together
employees with over 30 years’
industry experience.

2008

2011

Relocated offices to Castlemill, Dudley
to accommodate for increasing staff
numbers.

Business continues to grow on
average by 56% per annum

2014

Relocated offices to
St. Kenelm Court,
2018 Halesowen

Celebrating 10 years

2019

Long term employees, Kate & Ammie,
offered Director positions.
Kate Pickering - Finance and HR Director
Ammie Houseman - Operations Director
Launch of the Autoserve Club
www.autoserveclub.co.uk

Our products
Guaranteed Maintenance
Fleet Card
Service Card
Autoserve Club

Some of the great businesses that we work with...

“

All of our products have been designed to save
drivers money, from discounted servicing with our
Service and Fleet Cards, replacement tyres
included in our Guaranteed Maintenance package
to free accident management with our Autoserve
Club membership

”

- Ron Sutton, Director, Autoserve

Saving examples
Cost at main dealer

Saving with
Guaranteed Maintenance

Hatchback

Ford Focus

£1,928

£480

Saloon

BMW 3 Series

£3,400

£870

Luxury

Mercedes S Class

£5,064

£1,900

Van

Ford Transit

£2,404

£540

Minibus

Peugeot Boxer

£3,062

£902

Guaranteed Maintenance
All saving figures above are based on 3 year Guaranteed Maintenance contract with Autoserve with a 20k annual mileage limit. These figures are based on the
estimated cost of servicing, maintenance and repair of the vehicle over 3 years with the work being carried out by a main dealership. Compared to the cost of
having a Guaranteed Maintenance contract over the same period.
As part of our Guaranteed Maintenance, the vehicles tyres, MOT costs, breakdown assistance and accident management are also covered along with having
access to our 24/7 driver helpline and warranty claim handling facility.
Saving examples are correct as of October 2018. Due to the nature of the industry actual costs and savings can vary from vehicle to vehicle, from garage to garage and year on year, these figures are only to be
used as an example.

LET

AUTOSERVE
TAKE CARE OF YOUR VEHICLE’S

SERVICING, MAINTENANCE
& REPAIR WITH
GUARANTEED
MAINTENANCE
TAKE THE HASSLE
OUT OF MOTORING

GUARANTEED
MAINTENANCE

Guaranteed Maintenance
Let us take care of your vehicle’s servicing, maintenance and
repair with our Guaranteed Maintenance package and take the
hassle out of maintaining your vehicle.
For one monthly payment, all of your vehicles servicing, maintenance and
repair needs are covered, right through from brakes, new tyres and MOTs to
new headlight bulbs and wiper blades.
As an added bonus you’ll also be covered for breakdown assistance
anywhere in the UK (including at home) along with accident management
if the worst were to happen. Not to mention our warranty claim handling
service and access to our 24/7 driver helpline!
As part of our Guaranteed Maintenance package, whenever your vehicle
needs to attend a garage, simply give us a call and we’ll arrange for your
vehicle to be booked in to one of our 16,000 approved garages nationwide.
We will also arrange for your vehicle to be collected and delivered or for a
courtesy car, subject to availability.
When your vehicle requires new tyres, due to a puncture or fair wear and
tear, you would simply need to take the vehicle to your closest Kwik Fit or
National Tyre and Autocare centre and show your Autoserve Driver Card (as
pictured). The tyre centre will then contact us for authorisation and will
complete the work. No appointment necessary.

Also, once the manufacturer’s warranty expires, we will cover any
warranty repair work for the remainder of the Guaranteed Maintenance
Contract.
All Guaranteed Maintenance customers are provided with a personalised
driver card which shows our 24hr response line. No matter which service
you require; whether this is to book a vehicle service, request breakdown
assistance or to report a warranty issue, we have one dedicated driver
number for ease of use.
Our response line is operated 24/7, with calls answered directly by our own
team, no menu options to press just simple, straight forward call answering.

One call does it all...

What ’s included?

Autoserve’s Guaranteed Maintenance package includes:

on each
MONTHLY based
individual vehicle
COST and annual mileage

– Servicing, Maintenance and Repair (SMR)
– 24 Hour Driver Helpline
– MOT Testing
– Accident Management
– Breakdown Assistance, including home start
– Tyre Replacements, fair wear and tear

All in one easy monthly payment that can also be added to any form of
finance. Total peace of mind with no unexpected maintenance or repair
costs.
All Guaranteed Maintenance quotes are based on each individual vehicle
spec and annual mileage, with one monthly payment split over 1 to 5 years.
Guaranteed Maintenance covers vehicles up to 13 months old (on the date
the cover starts). For older vehicles please consider our Fleet, Service Card
or Autoserve Club options.

– Tyre Punctures
– Warranty Claim Bookings
– 16,000 approved garages across the UK
– Free Vehicle Collection and Delivery or a Courtesy Vehicle, on
day of vehicle servicing and subject to availability.

“

Since joining forces with Autoserve we are able to offer
every customer a maintenance package for their lease
vehicle in a simple and effective manner. The Autoserve
process is easy to use from start to finish offering customers
a very competitive quote with very helpful and
knowledgeable staff.

”

- G Badhan, Finance Director
Central Vehicle Leasing

Calling all brokers and vehicle dealers
Whether you’re a vehicle dealer or broker you can sell our
Guaranteed Maintenance package on our behalf.
Complete with great benefits including; a great commission
scheme with monthly payments, a range of marketing tools
to help you sell, an online quoting portal so you can generate
quotes while in front of your customer as well as offering a
white labelling service.
Interested? Contact your Autoserve Account Manager for
more information.

DID YOU KNOW
AUTOSERVE’S
FLEET CARD

CAN INCLUDE
ACCIDENT
MANAGEMENT
& DUTY OF
CARE ?

FLEET
CARD

Fleet Card
Designed with fleets in mind, our Fleet Card package provides
discounted vehicle servicing at a choice of over 16,000
approved garages, accident management, a discounted fuel
card. optional duty of care and more!
Whether you have a single vehicle or a fleet of vehicles, we’re sure our
Fleet Card will be of great benefit.

Why will our fleet card benefit you?
Firstly, there is confidence in knowing that your vehicles will be booked into
one of our 16,000 approved garages across the UK as well as receiving the
service at a pre-negotiated, discounted rate.
The Fleet Card will also provide you with peace of mind knowing that your
drivers will have access to our 24 hr driver helpline, accident assistance and
will have been fully checked to ensure they are both fit and legal to drive
for your business. You’ll also be able to add-on a range of optional extras for
further peace of mind including vehicle tracking devices and dash cams.
If you have a fleet of vehicles we can also offer you the convenience of
invoice vetting, account billing and online reporting to help you save time
and money. You’ll also be appointed a dedicated account manager at
Autoserve for both yourself and your drivers to contact; all included within
the monthly price.

Cover one to hundreds of vehicles

Did you know?
Employers have a duty of care to ensure their employee’s driving licence
and insurance is both valid and adequate as well as ensuring their
employee’s vehicles are in a good state of repair and that the driver is fit
and well to drive on behalf of the company. Failure to comply can result in
company Directors being fined and even given a prison sentence. But
rest assured, Autoserve can complete these checks for you.

Autoserve’s Duty of Care facility includes:
- Driving licence checks, including points and conviction checking
- Checking to ensure the vehicle’s insurance is both valid and accurate
- Checking the vehicle is maintained
- Driver health checks, ensure your employee is fit to drive
- Mileage reports
- Accident monitoring and reporting
- Driver training where appropriate
Basic licence checking is included with every Fleet Card. More advanced
Duty of Care can be added on as an optional extra. Please ask Autoserve for
a quote based on your requirements.

What ’s included?
Autoserve’s Fleet Card package includes:

“

The team at Autoserve are very helpful and
responded to my enquiry so promptly
– great customer service!

”

- Blair Milne, Partner at Campbell Dallas
Business Customer

– Discounts on servicing and maintenance costs
– Discounted servicing available at 16,000 approved garages across the UK
– Free vehicle collection and delivery on the day of the vehicle’s service
– 24 hour driver helpline
– Warranty claim bookings
– Accident management
– Access to a discounted fuel card
– Licence checking
– Dedicated account manager for bookings
– Invoice vetting, account billing & online reporting
– Advanced duty of care (as an optional extra)

Designed for fleets

Reporting back to you
One of the key aspects which makes up our Fleet Card is the tailored
reports which we create to enable you to stay on top and in control of your
fleet.

Tailored reports include:
- An update on your employees driving licences and insurance every 6 or
12 months, to ensure they are still legal to drive for your business. This
will also provide an update on any points they have accumulated on their
licence. (Duty of Care is an optional add-on)
- Accident reports and suggested driver training, if applicable.
- Overview of mileage reports to ensure all employees are driving no more
than the set maximum amount of miles, if any employees are this will be
flagged up for you.
- Vehicle cost assessments, helping you to lower your fleet costs.
- Further reports can be created upon request.

WITH

AUTOSERVE’S

SERVICE CARD
DRIVERS CAN SAVE UP TO

40%
ON THEIR VEHICLE
SERVICING

SERVICE
CARD

Service Card
Our Service Card has been created for those who simply wish
to save on their vehicle servicing.
With an Autoserve Service Card, you can access our network of approved
garages across the UK and save up to 40% on your vehicle servicing. As we
vet all work proposed by the garages and work to pre-negotiated rates you
will also avoid being overcharged at garages.
By having a Service Card, you simply need to contact Autoserve to arrange a
service and we’ll do the rest. We’ll find the closest approved garage, to
either your home or work address, and arrange for your vehicle to be
booked in. With our pre-negotiated rates you can rest assured knowing that
you’re receiving the best parts and labour rates. We can also arrange either
a free collection and delivery service or a courtesy vehicle for you to use
(subject to availability).
If at the service your vehicle requires any extra work, we’ll vet and
negotiate the price on your behalf and contact you to approve before any
work on your vehicle commences. Keeping you in control at all times - just
without the hassle of contacting the garage yourself.
Discounted servicing, with our Service Card, is available on all cars and vans
up to 3.5 tonnes.

Save on your vehicle servicing costs

A saving example...
Recently, a new customer approached us and asked for a cost
comparison on what they paid for their company vehicles service
compared to what they could have saved if they had taken advantage of
our discounted servicing.
Our Head of Operations & Administration, Lindsay, compared their
service invoice with our system and found that on their Isuzu D-Max
Yukon Huntsman they could have saved over £400 on servicing

alone!

Why not ask us how much you could save on your vehicle’s
service?

What ’s included?
Autoserve’s Service Card package includes:

Discounted servicing
When booking a vehicle’s service with Autoserve you’ll benefit from our
pre-negotiated prices with over 16,000 approved garages across the UK.

– Free Vehicle Collection and Delivery on day of service

We’ll also book the vehicle in at a time and date suitable for you and we’ll
deal with the garage directly, meaning you don’t have to. If the vehicle
needs any work, we’ll negotiate the price with the garage and seek
permission from yourself, as the driver responsible, before continuing; so
there’s no unexpected costs when the vehicle is returned.

– Discount service available at over 16,000 approved garages
across the UK

Our 16,000 approved garages are a mixture of both main dealer and local
garages, all of whom work to our pre-negiotated rates. We can provide you
with a quote for both a main dealer or local garage, whichever you prefer.

– Discounts on Servicing and Maintenance Costs

– 24 Hour Driver Helpline
– Warranty Claim Bookings
24 Hr Driver Helpline
If your car starts to make a strange noise or if you have a general question
regarding your vehicle you can give Autoserve’s 24hr helpline a call where
you’ll directly speak to and gain advice from a trained professional.

“

Autoserve arranged my vehicle’s service quickly and
efficiently. I have always found the team at Autoserve to be
so helpfu!.

”

- James Misson
Individual customer

Free collection and delivery
On the day of the vehicle service we can arrange for the vehicle to be
collected and returned from either your home or work address, free of
charge. Alternatively we can arrange a courtesy car for you. Subject to
availability.

Warranty claim bookings
If the vehicle develops any faults which fall under the vehicle’s warranty
we’ll happily book the vehicle in at your local dealership for the warranty
work to be investigated and completed. Simply give Autoserve a call.

AUTOSERVE
CLUB MEMBERSHIPS
MAKE A GREAT
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SCHEME
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SAVE
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ON THEIR EVERYDAY

MOTORING

AUTOSERVE CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

Autoserve Club
What is the Autoserve Club?
The Autoserve Club is an online, members-only website which hosts a wide
range of exclusive motoring deals and discounts.
Launched April 2018, the Club is here to save everyone money on their
everyday motoring costs. Members have access to exclusive discounts such as
discounted vehicle service, half price MOT, discounted new tyres, breakdown
cover and insurance right through to saving on dash cams, car accessories and
experience days.
What benefits are included?
Autoserve Club membership allows access to a free 24hr driver helpline, free
accident management, free legal assistance as well as having access to loads of
other motoring deals and discounts.
Autoserve Club memberships are ideal to offer as a unique and different
employee benefit, as anyone with a vehicle can benefit and save themselves
money.

The Autoserve Club is here to cut the cost of everyday motoring.

“

Even though I’ve only had my membership for a
couple of months I’m already seeing the savings. So far I’ve
saved on replacing a punctured tyre and buying a dash cam.
I’m looking forward to seeing the savings when my vehicle’s
servicing is due.

”

- R Fagan
Autoserve Club Member

Business Club membership includes our
Duty of Care facility!
Autoserve’s Duty of Care facility can include:
- Driving licence checks, including points and conviction checking
- Checking to ensure the vehicle’s insurance is both valid and accurate
- Checking the vehicle is maintained
- Driver health checks, ensure your employee is fit to drive
- Mileage reports
- Accident monitoring and reporting
- Driver training where appropriate

Ideal for businesses with grey fleet vehicles!

Here to save your employees money

What ’s included?
Autoserve Club deals and discounts include:
- Discounted Vehicle Servicing at over 16,000 garages, nationwide
- 24hr Driver Helpline
- Accident Management
- Legal Assistance - following a non-fault vehicle accident
- Duty of Care - optional add on for businesses; part of The Business Club
- Access to a discounted fuel card
- Up to 15% off new tyres
- Discounted worldwide vehicle rental
- 50% off MOTs
- 15% off vehicle repairs such as brakes, steering, suspension and
replacement batteries
- Discounted breakdown cover
- 10% off vehicle warranty
- 10% off insurance
- Deals on dash cams and vehicle tracking devices
- Save £25 if you fill up with the wrong fuel
- 10% off selected hospitality packages
- 10% off driving experience days
- Deals and discounts on pre-booked parking

+ many more!

Autoserve Business Club includes all of the above deals and discounts
for your employees along with duty of care, so you know your employees
and both safe and legal to be driving for your business.

Offers can be withdrawn without prior notification. All offers correct at time of publication.

The Autoserve Club is accessed fully online, meaning you and your
employees can save on their motoring costs at home, work or on the move.
With many offers being exclusive to Autoserve, you won’t find them
anywhere else.
Offers are added, amended and updated regularly. Please check the
Autoserve Club website for a full list of our current offers.
You can also sign up to receive new offer alerts and monthly offer round
ups.

“

The Autoserve Club was launched in April 2018,
with the aim to save drivers money on their everyday
motoring. Our current top offers include discounted
servicing, free accident management, 50% off MOTs,
along with discounted breakdown cover and fuel
cards - making the club an ideal employee benefit.
- Ammie Houseman, Director, Autoserve Club

”
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